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Blind people doing self-observation 
 
Mie Femø Nielsen, Ann Merrit Rikke Nielsen, Brian L. Due 
 
 
When blind and visually impaired people (BVIP) are testing new technology, they step outside their 
competent routines and express discomfort in attracting attention from seeing people.  
 
One strategy we see BVIP use is ‘doing self-observation’, explicitly verbalizing being exposed to 
the observing gaze of others or standing in the way of seeing people. We argue that self-observation 
is an interactionally constructed and verbalised activity, that even blind people participate in, and 
that BVIP treat their actions as visual objects to orient to. 
 
The data are video recordings from the research project BlindTech, where BVIP are either being 
instructed in the use of or using mainstream technology featuring natural language processing and 
voice user interface. Data analysis draw on multimodal ethnomethodological conversation analysis. 
 

 
	
16  (1.6) 
 PA now <I am actually struck by my:>  

18  (.8)  
  feeling a little stupid here 

20  (.8) 
 RE but you [need not 
          [because (.)that 

23  (1.9) 
 PA but it’s because there is a lot of things going on  
  because I must also hold my cane in one hand  
  this thing in the other hand and 

27  (1.5) 
 RE yes 
 PA I also need to (secure) myself extra because (-) extra (-)  
  in the way of the shoppers 
  I don’t think there are that many right now 

32  (2.6) 
 RE should we step asideh 
 PA yes shouldn't we do that so we PT move a little out of the way 
  and do not stand and 

	
We explore the sequential organisation of BVIP's embodied self-observation formulations and 
discuss their interactional function of pre-empting, accounting and repairing in relation to Garfinkel' 
work on reflexivity, Sacks' work on doing normality and Mead's work on self and other.  


